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Ever had a lipstick which looks amazing on your friend,
only to find out that it doesn’t make your pout pop?
That’s because you both have different lip textures and
body temperatures, which can affect the lipstick finish.
Matte formulas may look great but they don’t help dry
lips. Glossy ones on the other hand don’t last long.
Your best pick? The new Mary Kay Gel Semi-Matte
Lipstick. Its semi-matte formula isn’t too moist or too
dry, just ideal. Most of all, it delivers really vivid results!

Boldly yours
See these ultra-fine colours? Thanks to Mary
Kay’s Advanced Cushion Matrix Technology,
they’ll stay on your kissers for hours on end!
No worries about chapping them up, too —
the lightweight gel will glide over with
nourishing sunflower oil and jojoba esters.
Just ready your pucker for perfection.
Available in eight shades (Bashful You,
Rich Truffle, Mauve Moment, Powerful Pink,
Always Apricot, Poppy Please, Crushed Berry
and Midnight Red), you’ll surely find a hot hue
to match your skin tone and all your OOTDs.
For more information, contact a Mary Kay Independent Beauty Consultant
at 03-7711 7500 or visit marykay.com.my

Three lippie hacks
every CLEO girl
should know!
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To create a pretty lip
stain, rub lipstick on your
ring finger and gently apply
onto your lips using light
dabbing motions.Or, use a
fluffy eyeshadow brush to
distribute colour.
Reattach a broken
lipstick bullet by heating
the end with a lighter. Once
slightly melted, place it
back on the base of the
container to fuse the two
pieces together.
Besides a toothbrush,
you can use a clean
mascara wand to gently
buff away dry skin for
smoother application.
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